Seismic Coherent Noise Removal of Source Array in the NSST Domain
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Abstract: The technique of the source array based on the vibroseis can provide the strong energy of a seismic wave field, which better meets the need for seismic exploration. The seismic coherent noise reduces the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the source array seismic data and affects the seismic data processing. The traditional coherent noise removal methods often cause some damage to the effective signal while suppressing coherent noise or cannot suppress the interference wave effectively at all. Based on the multi-scale and multi-direction properties of the non-subsampled Shearlet transform (NSST) and its simple mathematical structure, the seismic coherent noise removal method of source array in NSST domain is proposed. The method is applied to both the synthetic seismic data and the filed seismic data. After processing with this method, the coherent noise of the seismic data is greatly removed and the effective signal information is greatly protected. The analysis of the results demonstrates the effectiveness and practicability of the proposed method on coherent noise attenuation.
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1. Introduction

The seismic exploration method is widely used in resource exploration and other fields, and the seismic source, as an important part of the seismic data acquisition, directly affects the exploration effect of the seismic exploration. With the rapid development of vibroseis technology, vibroseis is gradually replacing the traditional dynamite source for seismic data acquisition due to its advantages of safety, environmental protection, high quality, economy, and efficiency. However, limited by its own structure and exploration environment, the single vibroseis has the problems of small output force and limited exploration depth. In order to meet the demand of seismic exploration, the source array based on vibroseis technology is paid more and more attention. In the seismic data acquisition of source array, there are generally more serious coherent noises, such as multiple refraction waves and surface waves of strong energy, strong acoustic interference, and surface direct waves with wide frequency bands, which greatly affect the quality of the seismic data. The removal of coherent noise is essential for the exploration technique of the source array.

How to better remove the seismic noise and improve the SNR of the seismic data has been a hot research topic in the seismic exploration field [1–3]. For coherent noise, scholars of seismic exploration have presented many seismic denoising approaches to suppress it. The traditional noise removal methods mainly suppress coherent noise according to the difference between effective signal and coherent noise in apparent velocity and frequency, such as f-k filter [4,5], K-L transform [6,7], Radon transform [8,9], radial channel transform [10,11], empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [12,13], and so on. Wavelet transform [14,15] is an effective tool for seismic data processing, which has great advantages in one-dimensional data processing, though this advantage cannot be simply extended to two-dimensional or three-dimensional data. Therefore, multi-scale geometric analysis methods such as Ridgelet transform [16,17], Curvelet transform [18,19], Contourlet transform [20,21] and Shearlet
transform [22] have been proposed successively. At present, multi-scale geometric analysis has been widely used in seismic data processing and achieved certain effect.

G. Easley, K. Guo, and D. Labate [23] proposed the Shearlet transform based on the basic theory of wavelet transform and the multi-scale analysis theory. Shearlet transform not only has good localization characteristics, scaling characteristics, direction sensitivity, and near-optimal sparse representation performance, but also has a simple mathematical structure and the transformed coefficients have a one-to-one correspondence with the image points. Therefore, compared with other multi-scale geometric analysis methods, Shearlet transform has a more delicate representation of the scale direction and the physical significance of the transformed coefficients is clearer, which is more conducive to the processing of the coefficients. In the process of the conventional Shearlet transform, the subsampling operation is carried out, which leads to spectrum aliasing in the low frequency and high frequency sub-bands decomposed by Shearlet transform. The spectrum aliasing will cause the information of the same direction to appear in several different sub-bands at the same time, which will weaken the direction selectivity. In addition, the subsampling operation makes the Shearlet coefficient low redundancy, resulting in the lack of the translation invariance. If it is used for image denoising, there will be an obvious ringing effect. In order to overcome the shortcomings mentioned above and enhance the directional selectivity and the translation invariance of Shearlet transform, the NSST came into being. NSST is a non-orthogonal transform. The NSST abandons the subsampling operation and combines the non-subsampled Laplacian pyramid transform (NSLP) with the non-subsampled directional filter. After the NSST, the size of each direction sub-band at each scale is the same as the original image, which greatly improves the image redundancy. The enhancement of the image coefficient redundancy allows the NSST to have the translation invariance. The NSST has been successfully applied in many fields.

In the field of image processing, the NSST has been widely used. Guo, et al. (2013) proposed a new multi-focus image fusion algorithm based on the NSST [24]. Karami et al. (2016) adopted the NSST and the fully constrained least squares unmixing (FCLSU) to the denoising of hyperspectral images [25]. Priya et al. (2017) used the NSST based on the multislice fusion to the edge enhancement of liver CT images [26]. Qu et al. (2018) presented an image enhancement method based on the NSST and the directional information measurement [27]. Li et al. (2019) performed the enhancement of hyperspectral remote sensing images based on improved fuzzy contrast in the NSST domain [28]. Ramakrishnan et al. (2020) applied the NSST to the fusion of multiple exposure images [29]. Shen et al. (2021) made a change detection in SAR images based on the improved NSST and the multi-scale feature fusion CNN [30]. The NSST also has been increasingly applied in the seismic exploration field in recent years. Liang et al. (2018) presented a denoising method of microseismic data noise by the NSST based on singular value decomposition [31]. Sang et al. (2018) applied the NSST to petroleum seismic exploration denoising [32]. Sang et al. (2020) proposed a seismic random noise attenuation based on PCC classification in the NSST Domain [33].

The existing traditional denoising methods have achieved certain effects in the process of attenuating coherent noise but they also have some problems. For example, some methods will produce some new interference and some will lead to uneven energy after attenuating, even damaging the effective signal. Based on the coherent noise characteristics of the vibrator seismic data and the multi-scale and multi-directional properties of Shearlet transform, coherent noise removal of the source array in NSST domain is proposed in this article. The method is applied in both the synthetic seismic data and the filed seismic data. After processing with this method, the coherent noise in the seismic data is greatly removed and the effective signal information is greatly protected. The analysis of the results demonstrates the effectiveness and practicability of the proposed method on seismic coherent noise removal.
2. Theory and Method

2.1. Shearlet Transform

Shearlet transform is an asymptotically optimal sparse representation of multidimensional functions constructed by a special form of affine systems with synthetic expansion, which is composed of the Laplace pyramid transform and a set of directional filters.

When the dimension is two-dimensional, the scale matrix and the shear matrix are:

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix} j & 0 \\ 0 & \sqrt{j} \end{bmatrix}, \quad B = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & -l \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}
\] (1)

In Equation (1), \(A\) is the scale matrix, which can be divided into scales; \(j > 0\) is the scale parameter; \(B\) is the shear matrix, which can be dissected into directions; and \(l\) is the shear parameter.

The affine system with synthetic expansion is defined as:

\[
\varphi_{AB}(\varphi) = \{ \varphi_{j,l,k}(x) = \det A_{j/2} \cdot \varphi(B^tA^{-1}x - k) : j, l \in \mathbb{R}, k \in \mathbb{R}^2 \} \] (2)

In Equation (2), \(\varphi \in L^2(\mathbb{R}^2)\), \(\varphi\) is the shear wave function, \(L\) represents the productable space, \(x\) is the data to be processed, \(\det (\cdot)\) is the determinant, and \(k\) is the translation parameter. If \(\varphi_{AB}(\varphi)\) satisfies the Parseval framework (the tight framework), that is, for any function, it satisfies the following equation:

\[
C_{j,l,k} = S\{ f \} = \langle f, \varphi_{j,l,k} \rangle \] (3)

In Equation (3), \(C_{j,l,k}\) is the Shearlet domain coefficient, \(S\) is the Shearlet forward transform, and \(\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle\) is the inner product. \(\varphi_{AB}(\varphi)\) is called the composite wavelet. Parameters \(j, l, k\) can control the division of the direction and the scale. By taking the inner product of the function and the basis function \(f\) and the basis function \(\varphi_{j,l,k}\) of different scales, directions, and positions, the Shearlet domain coefficients in the corresponding scale, direction, and position can be obtained. This process essentially uses the basis function after translation, expansion, and rotation to approximate the signal.

The frequency domain subdivision of the shear wave and its support interval are shown in Figure 1. As can be seen from Figure 1, the support interval of any shear wave element \(\varphi_{j,l,k}\) in the frequency domain is a trapezoidal region symmetric about the origin; the direction is distributed along a straight line with the slope of \(l2^{-j}\). The size of the trapezoidal region is about \(2^{2j} \times 2^l\).

![Figure 1](image-url)
2.2. Non-Subsampled Shearlet Transform

Because Shearlet transform does not have the translational invariance, it is easy to generate the pseudo-Gibbs phenomenon near singular points when it is applied to image fusing and denoising. The NSST with the translational invariance can solve this problem. The discretization process of the NSST is composed of the multi-scale subdivision and the direction localization:

1. The multi-scale subdivision of the NSST is achieved by the non-subsampled pyramid transform (NSP). The image is decomposed by the $j$-level of the non-subsampled filters to obtain $j + 1$ sub-bands of the same size as the original image, including a low-frequency image and $j$ high-frequency images;

2. The direction localization of the NSST is achieved by the improved shearing filter (SF). The standard shearing filter is realized by the translation operation of the window function in the pseudo-polarization grid; the subsampling operation is required during the execution, so it does not have the translation invariance. However, the NSST maps the standard shearing filter from the pseudo-polarization grid system to the Cartesian coordinate system and then directly completes its operation through the inverse Fourier transform and the two-dimensional convolution. Therefore, NSST can avoid the subsampling operation and meet the translation invariance. Figure 2 shows the multi-scale and multi-direction decomposition process of the NSST.

![Figure 2. The decomposition process of the NSST.](image)

2.3. The Denoising Method in NSST Domain

The NSST abandons the subsampling operation and combines the non-subsampled Laplacian pyramid transform (NSLP) with the non-subsampled directional filter. After the NSST, the size of each direction sub-band at each scale is the same as the original image, which greatly improves the image redundancy. The enhancement of the image coefficient redundancy makes the NSST have the translation invariance and avoid the spectrum aliasing and the pseudo-Gibbs phenomenon. Therefore, the NSST has a stronger data processing performance. The NSST has a more delicate representation of the scale direction and the physical significance of the transformed coefficients is clearer, which is more conducive to the processing of the coefficients. The NSST can transform the time-space domain signal $f(x)$ into the NSST domain $(j, l, k)$, so the different signals can be easily separated in the NSST domain. Each NSST coefficient has its own specific frequency, direction, and position. The scale parameter $j$ reflects the frequency difference; the direction parameter $l$ reflects the direction difference, that is, mainly reflects the apparent velocity difference; and the position parameter $k$ reflects the spatial location difference and the amplitude difference.

...
As shown in Figure 3, the specific steps of the coherent noise removal method of the vibrator source array seismic data in the NSST domain in this article are as follows:

1. Input a seismic data
2. Select the appropriate scale parameter and direction matrix to apply the non-subsampled Shearlet transform
3. Select the subimages containing the coherent noise and define the threshold zone in the NSST domain
4. Apply the threshold function to process the coherent noise part on the selected subimages
5. Apply the inverse non-subsampled Shearlet transform to the processed NSST coefficients
6. The denoised seismic data

Figure 3. The flowchart of seismic coherent noise removal method in the NSST domain.

In this article, we choose the $L_2$ norm to construct the threshold function. The $L_2$ norm of the NSST domain coefficient is:

$$e_{j,l} = \sqrt{\sum C_{j,l}^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

In Equation (4), $e_{j,l}$ is the $L_2$ norm of the NSST coefficient in the $j$ scale $l$ direction.

The threshold function is the adaptive threshold changing with scale and direction, which is expressed as follows:

$$T_{j,l} = \lambda_j \sigma \frac{\sqrt{2\ln N \lg(j + 1)}}{\ln (e_{j,l} - \min e_{j,l} + 10)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

In Equation (5), $T_{j,l}$ is the threshold function; $N$ is the total number of sampling points for the seismic data; $e_{j,l}$ is the $L_2$ norm of the NSST coefficient in the $j$ scale $l$ direction, $j = 1, 2, \ldots, J$, $J$ is the total scale of the decomposition; $\sigma = \frac{\text{median}(|C|)}{0.6745}$, $\sigma$ is the noise standard deviation, median( ) is a median value for all the elements in the data matrix; $\min( )$ is minimum value function; and $\lambda_j$ is the test constant.
3. Results

3.1. Synthetic Example

In order to verify the validity of the coherent noise removal method based on the NSST, the synthetic data example is tested in this article. The synthetic seismic data is shown in Figure 4a. The seismic data to be tested includes 100 channels, each channel contains 1000 sampling points, and the sampling interval is 1 ms.

![Figure 4a](image1.png)
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Figure 4. The processing results of the synthetic seismic data by the proposed method. (a) The original synthetic seismic data. (b) The removed noise. (c) The seismic data after the denoising.

As can be seen from Figure 4a, the effective signal with weak energy in the in-phase axis of the seismic record is covered by the coherent noise, which brings the interference to the subsequent processing of the seismic data. We apply the denoising method to the synthetic seismic data. Among the process, the decomposition scale of the NSST is 2, and the direction matrix is [12]. Figure 5 shows the coefficients after the decomposition of the NSST. There is an overlap of the frequency band between the effective signal and the noise. NSST can map the data into several sub-domains, which can represent the data sparsely, so that the noise and the signal can be separated better and the processing effect is better. Figure 4b shows the removed noise. Figure 4c is the result of the denoising method in this article. This method removes most of the coherent noise. This method can not only suppress the coherent noise but can also protect the effective signal to a great extent, restore the in-phase axis of the seismic record, enhance the continuity of the seismic record, and improve the SNR of the seismic record. The denoising results proves the feasibility of the denoising method in this article.

3.2. Field Data Example

The above section has verified the feasibility and validity of the proposed method using the synthetic data example. Now, we further verify the effectiveness and practicality of the proposed method from the field data example.

In this article, the field seismic data of source array in Chaganhua area is selected. The overview of the field exploration area is shown in Figure 6. The field exploration area is located in a grassland near Chaganhua Town, Qiangerroth Mongolian Autonomous County, Songyuan City, Jilin Province, China. The terrain of the exploration area is flat and the diving surface of the exploration area is relatively shallow. Table 1 shows the field seismic data parameters.
Figure 5. The NSST coefficients after the decomposition of the NSST. (a) The approximate NSST coefficients. (b) The detail NSST coefficients at scale 2, 2 directions. (c) The detail NSST coefficients at scale 1, 4 directions.

3.2. Field Data Example

The above section has verified the feasibility and validity of the proposed method using the synthetic data example. Now, we further verify the effectiveness and practicality of the proposed method from the field data example.

In this article, the field seismic data of source array in Chaganhua area is selected. The overview of the field exploration area is shown in Figure 6. The field exploration area is located in a grassland near Chaganhua Town, Qianguerroth Mongolian Autonomous County, Songyuan City, Jilin Province, China. The terrain of the exploration area is flat and the diving surface of the exploration area is relatively shallow. Table 1 shows the field seismic data parameters.

Figure 6. The overview of the field exploration area.
Table 1. Field seismic data parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Source Excitation Mode</th>
<th>The Simultaneous Excitation of the Four Vibrators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the sweep frequency</td>
<td>5–120 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the scanning duration</td>
<td>20 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the receiving mode</td>
<td>one-sided 120 channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the sampling interval</td>
<td>1 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the trace interval</td>
<td>10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the recording length</td>
<td>5 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the time window</td>
<td>0–3 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7a shows the field seismic gather. From Figure 7a, we can see that the seismic gather contains obvious coherent noise, including surface wave, acoustic wave, and direct wave. The coherent noise seriously affects the SNR of the seismic gather and bring certain difficulties to the subsequent seismic processing and interpretation. The SNR of the seismic gather in this work area is low, which is suitable for testing the effectiveness and adaptability of the proposed method in this article. We apply the method in this article to remove the coherent noise from this seismic data. Among the processes, the decomposition scale of the NSST is 3 and the direction matrix is [4 5 5]. Figure 8 shows the main NSST coefficients containing the coherent noise after the decomposition of the NSST. Figure 7b shows the removed noise. Figure 7c shows the seismic data after noise removal using the method in this article. From the denoising results in Figure 7, the coherent noise in Figure 7a is effectively removed by this method, and the effective information of the seismic data is greatly protected. The coherent noise removed in Figure 7b is obvious, including surface wave, acoustic wave, and direct wave. The SNR of the seismic data in Figure 7c is greatly improved, the effective reflection signal is well recovered, and the seismic lineups becomes very clear and continuous, which can provide the better basic data for the subsequent seismic processing and interpretation. In order to show the ability of the proposed method, we use the conventional coherent noise suppression method—FK filtering—to compare with this method. As shown in the Figure 7d,e, FK filtering can cause certain damage to the effective signal while suppressing the coherent noise and have certain noise residue. To sum up, the method proposed in this article has a good effect on the removal of the coherent noise in various kinds of the field seismic data.

We analyzed the average amplitude spectrum, the single-channel amplitude spectrum, and the f-k spectrum of the original data and the denoised data after processing using this method. The frequency spectrum of the original data and the denoised data in Figures 9 and 10 shows that the effective signal is distributed in the frequency range of 25–40 Hz and the coherent noise is mainly distributed in the frequency range of 5–20 Hz, and 70–85 Hz. The spectrum analysis in Figure 9 shows that the noise signal in the frequency range of coherent noise is well suppressed after the denoising by this method. The deviation of the signal waveform outside the coherent noise frequency range is very small compared with the original signal. The spectral analysis of the f-k spectrum in Figure 10 also shows that the coherent noise is significantly suppressed. The spectral analysis of Figures 9 and 10 further illustrate that the proposed method in this article has good removal ability for coherent noise and can protect the effective signal well.
Figure 7. The processing results of the field seismic data using the proposed method. (a) The field seismic data. (b) The removed noise by NSST. (c) The seismic data after the NSST. (d) The removed noise by FK filter. (e) The seismic data after the FK filter.
Figure 8. The main NSST coefficients containing the coherent noise. (a) The detail NSST coefficients at scale 2, 2 directions. (b) The detail NSST coefficients at scale 1, 3 directions.
The denoising results show that this method can effectively remove the coherent noise and then we will study further to simplify the process.

There are some limitations to the proposed method: we need to artificially select the scale, direction, and threshold zone according to the seismic data, which is not adaptive enough, and then we will study further to simplify the process.

Strategy, and sparse representation make NSST have more desirable denoising results. Noise, but also a beneficial tool for signal analysis. The accurate data analysis, targeted SNR of the seismic data. The proposed NSST method is not only a method to suppress the noise from the source array seismic data, especially surface wave, and it can greatly protect the effective information of the seismic data from being lost and greatly improve the SNR of the seismic data. The proposed NSST method is not only a method to suppress noise, but also a beneficial tool for signal analysis. The accurate data analysis, targeted strategy, and sparse representation make NSST have more desirable denoising results. There are some limitations to the proposed method: we need to artificially select the scale, direction, and threshold zone according to the seismic data, which is not adaptive enough, and then we will study further to simplify the process.

4. Discussion

As described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we used synthetic data examples and field data examples to analyze the denoising performance of the proposed method in this article. We mainly used the difference in the distribution of noise and signal in the scale and direction through NSST, a multi-scale and multi-directional analysis method, to suppress the noise. The denoising results show that this method can effectively remove the coherent noise from the source array seismic data, especially surface wave, and it can greatly protect the effective information of the seismic data from being lost and greatly improve the SNR of the seismic data. The proposed NSST method is not only a method to suppress noise, but also a beneficial tool for signal analysis. The accurate data analysis, targeted strategy, and sparse representation make NSST have more desirable denoising results. There are some limitations to the proposed method: we need to artificially select the scale, direction, and threshold zone according to the seismic data, which is not adaptive enough, and then we will study further to simplify the process.
5. Conclusions

Coherent noise removal is very important for seismic data processing. The traditional coherent noise removal methods often cause some damage to the effective signal while suppressing coherent noise or cannot suppress the interference wave effectively at all. In this removal, based on the multi-scale and multi-direction properties of the NSST and its simple mathematical structure, a coherent noise removal method in NSST domain is proposed which can effectively remove the coherent noise while ensuring the effective signal is not damaged. The effectiveness and practicability of the proposed method on coherent noise attenuation of the source array seismic data are fully proven using synthetic examples and filed data examples. According to the processing results of the synthetic seismic data and the filed seismic data, the denoising method proposed in this article can effectively protect the effective signal, enhance the continuity of in-phase axis, and effectively improve the signal-to-noise ratio and resolution of seismic data while removing the coherent noise, which is of great significance to accurately identify the geological information contained in seismic data.
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